THE
INFLECTION
POINT:
How Early Reading
Unlocks Potential for Detroit’s
Kids & Communities

Introduction
Detroit is a storied city. It’s seen the thriving days of Motown and the
Motor City as well as the pain of segregation and racism. Those who call
this city home have seen triumph and trauma.
Detroit is our home, too. Twenty years ago, Soar Detroit started
a soccer league for 60 kids with a heart to build life-changing
relationships. We grew into a robust nonprofit sports program
serving 2,000 kids annually.
Through sports, we observed some of the many challenges
at-risk kids face. They are…
•

more likely to attend a failing school

•

less likely to have adequate food at home

•

spending more time without supervision 					
and support because their parents are holding down 			

i n · f le c· t ion p oint
noun
1. In mathematics, a point of a curve at 		
which a change in the direction of 		
curvature occurs.
2. In business, a time of significant change
in a situation; a turning point.

multiple jobs

There are so many needs it’s hard to know where to try to
make a difference.
In 2005, as Soar Detroit sought to put more of our student athletes on the
path to thriving adulthood, we focused on an inflection point in their lives.
Research shows that third grade students who read at grade level are more
likely to finish high school and become economically successful.i Simply
put, early reading is critical. Beyond third grade, students stop learning to
read and begin reading to learn. Those who fall behind rarely catch up.

The good news: Soar Detroit has developed a simple, proven solution.
But we can’t do it alone.
This book is an invitation to join us as we bring people together to
unlock the potential of Detroit’s children.

The problem is urgent: Today only 10 percent of Detroit’s 10,000 third
grade students are proficient readers .ii
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The High Cost of
Missing Milestones on the
Path to Opportunity
Since 2008, Detroit has achieved a remarkable economic turnaround. Yet not
all Detroit residents have shared in the recovery. The latest data show that
84 percent of Detroit’s children qualify for free or reduced lunch at school. iii
(School districts use this statistic as a proxy for poverty.)
There are other concerns, too. Detroit has more major criminal activity
than other urban cities of similar size. iv Fewer than 76 percent of all our
students earn a high school diploma. The city is also plagued by chronic
unemployment and under-employment throughout adulthood. In 2018,
Detroit reported 8.7 percent unemployment compared to 4.7 percent for
Michigan as a whole.v

How did we get here? The answer to that question can be overwhelming
in its complexity. But here’s what we do know: There are key milestones on
the path of growing up that have an outsized impact on whether a child
becomes a thriving adult. One of those milestones is learning to read by
the third grade.

read proficiently by the end of third grade “are four times more likely to
leave school without a diploma.” vi
Detroit’s students deserve to gain the reading skills they need in school.
Otherwise, their future learning and work opportunities will be limited,
and Detroit’s recovery will continue to lag.

In 2018, Detroit schools scored worst in the
nation for reading… again. Just 5% of Detroit
elementary students score at or above reading
proficiency compared with 32% statewide and
28% in other large U.S. cities.x

Sociological research proves a strong correlation between third grade
reading ability and other key milestones. For example, children who do not
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KIDS WHO CAN’T
READ BY AGE
NINE ARE…

66%
more likely to

end up in
prison or on
welfare vii
And kids who

DO READ
by age 9 have an

89%

chance of
graduating high
school ix
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4X

more likely to drop

out of school viii
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Soar Detroit brings
people together to
equip children so
they can thrive.
Schools give us space and access to

The Model

Literacy is
Opportunity
Proficient reading by third grade is essential.
It marks a turning point: Going forward, students
will be reading to learn instead of learning to read.
Right now, the vast majority of second and third
grade students in Detroit cannot read on grade
level. Despite heroic efforts, their schools cannot
meet this critical need.
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their students.

Churches recruit loving, committed
volunteer mentors.

Corporate Sponsors underwrite
the program.

And Soar Detroit provides an
educator, customized lesson plans, and
support for mentors.
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We tutor every student in the class to help everybody rise together. In our
program, students average more than two grade levels of reading growth
in one school year.

SOAR DETROIT READING SCORES
THIS DATA REFLECTS THE RESULTS ON READING TEST SCORES AFTER ONE
SEMESTER OF SOAR’S LITERACY PROGRAM AT TWO PARTICIPATING SCHOOLS
[ MARCUS GARVEY ACADEMY AND MARQUETTE ELEMENTARY-MIDDLE SCHOOL xi ]

2018 PARTNERS
Detroit Public Schools:
•

Dixon Educational Learning Academy

•

Fisher-Magnet Lower Elementary

•

Mann Learning Community

•

Marcus Garvey Academy

•

Marquette Elementary-Middle School

Churches & Faith-Based Organizations:

7%

26%

AT GRADE
LEVEL

AT GRADE
LEVEL

SEP

DEC

2018
52%

2+
LEVELS
BELOW

2018

41%
1 LEVEL
BELOW

32%

2+
LEVELS
BELOW

42%
1 LEVEL
BELOW

•

Central Detroit Christian - Detroit

•

Crosspointe Christian Church Grosse Pointe

•

Evangel Ministries - Detroit

•

Grace Community Church - Detroit

•

Mt. Pleasant Missionary Baptist
Church - Detroit

•

Oak Pointe Church - Novi

•

Woodside Bible Church - Troy

Corporations & Foundations:
On the following pages, learn more about how each of our
partners – Schools, Churches, and Corporate Sponsors –
is a critical part of the solution.

•

3M

•

GLW

•

Skillman Foundation
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School Partners

Unlock the Resources Young
Scholars Need to Succeed
Principals and teachers in Detroit Public Schools Community
District (DPSCD) face unprecedented demands on the job. While
academic accountability is the goal, the reality is that teachers
barely have time to cover required curriculum. Pausing to focus on
a student who has fallen behind simply isn’t an option.

DPSCD welcomes community partners like Soar
Detroit to help create a safety net for struggling
students. Here’s what Soar Detroit can bring to
your school:

Even the best teacher can’t address some needs that children
bring to school. High stress from a fractured family situation or
lack of focus because there isn’t enough food at home creates big
hurdles to learning. Down the line, those teaching middle and high
school are understandably at a loss when it comes to students
who can’t read at an elementary level.

• Individualized support for every student in second or third grade
at your campus

“Working with Soar has been seamless. I feel
like I’ve done nothing other than to open up my
school. They recruited tutors – it was very easy.”
Yvonne Stokes, Principal of Fisher Magnet Lower Academy

• One-on-one reading sessions twice a week with a background
checked, trained volunteer
• Professional educator who prepares learning plans for each
student, targeting the most critical reading skills
Data shows that bringing Soar Detroit’s program to your school can
change the trajectory of your students’ lives. Skip ahead to page 15 to learn
about our partnership with Marcus Garvey Academy. The third grade class has
made incredible gains in reading in just one semester of Soar’s literacy program.
We dedicate ourselves to achieving amazing results for every school partner.

Soar Detroit plans to serve 9 new school partners in the 2019-2020
school year.
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“By fourth grade some
students are deciding
they just can’t do school.
We deal with a lot of
homeless students,
one-parent homes, or
sometimes both parents
are not in the picture. So
the students love to have
the attention.”
Theresa Finklea, fourth grade
teacher at Dixon Educational
Learning Academy
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Church Partners

Literacy and Opportunity
for All God’s Children
Compassionate service and generosity were the church’s
core public witness in its early history. We believe the dismal
literacy rate should not exist in places where there are thriving
faith communities. Soar Detroit empowers churches to help
heal the brokenness of education inequality.
Help your congregants put hands and feet to their faith.
Through partnership, Soar Detroit provides churches with a
relational and high-impact volunteer opportunity. Partnering
with Soar is a natural fit for churches that are seeking to serve
their neighbors, see God’s transforming power at work in the
world, and provide spiritual formation to church members.
There are so many needs in our city. Why volunteer in a
local school? Detroit’s elementary students are facing a
crisis. Amazingly, school and district leaders welcome Soar
Detroit’s church volunteers into classrooms. Volunteers give
love and attention to each student while teaching reading
skills that can reverse the crisis. Imagine the collective impact
the Detroit church could have by serving one school at a time
until every third grade student can read well!

When a church partners with Soar Detroit, we…
• Connect your church with one local elementary school where
you can build meaningful relationships
• Equip volunteers with customized reading plans based on
each child’s ability
• Support volunteers with an on-site educator during all
mentoring sessions
• Train all new volunteer mentors
• Encourage volunteers by reporting back to your church about
student gains
Profile of a Soar Detroit volunteer mentor:
•

Available on weekdays during the school year

•

Donates at least 1.5 hours per week for mentoring (about 30 weeks/year)

•

Able to pass a background check

Soar Detroit plans to serve 30 new church partners in the
2019-2020 school year.
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“I mentor a student
named Luke. I don’t
know what made
him come to Soar in
the first place but he
pushes me to be a
better parent, to be
a better servant.”
Alicia Brown, Soar
Volunteer and member at
Grace Community Church
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Corporate Partners

Make Detroit’s
Future Brighter
As parents, employers, and investors in Detroit’s future,
local business leaders have a significant vested interest
in improving schools. Today’s students are tomorrow’s
workforce, making the quality of our schools an integral
part of the fabric of this community.
Soar’s literacy program reflects the same problem-solving
and continuous improvement attitude that drives businesses
to succeed. Corporate leaders also have a natural ability to
understand what it takes to manage change within large
systems like Detroit Public Schools Community District.

“It is prodigious the quantity of good that
may be done by one man, if he will make
a business of it.”
Benjamin Franklin

How can your company help
ensure today’s students are
prepared for work? Partner
with Soar Detroit to sponsor
our literacy program at
a local Detroit school.
Connections between
businesses and schools help
build a more relevant and
quality education.
Soar Detroit needs 9 new corporate
partners for the 2019-2020 school
year. Sponsorships are $30-75,000
in annual support, depending on the
school’s class size.

“Schools are one of
the building blocks
of our community.
GLW invests in Soar
Detroit because
their work is about
improving reading
in local schools.
We’re leveraging our
success at GLW to
make success possible
for others, too.”
Chris Dee, President, GLW
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Any religion that
professes to be
concerned about the
souls of men and is
not concerned about
the slums that damn
them, the economic
conditions that strangle
them, and the social
conditions that cripple
them is a spiritually
moribund religion
awaiting burial.”
Martin Luther King Jr. xii
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CASE STUDY:
School
Marcus Garvey
Academy, third
grade class

Church
Crosspointe
Christian Church

Corporate
Sponsors
Skillman
Foundation, 3M

And
Soar Detroit

It Takes a
Village
In September 2018, when the bell rang in the first
day of school, only three of Ms. Craft’s 31 third
graders could read proficiently. “I felt defeated
before the school year even really started,”
recalled Ms. Craft. “I see so much possibility in
these young kids. But when I look at the testing
data I also know, realistically, they’re going to face
a huge number of challenges before they even get
out of high school.”
Ms. Craft’s colleagues at Marcus Garvey Academy
shared her sense of urgency to get the third grade
class reading at grade level by year end. They
know the statistics. Perhaps more importantly,
they know the curriculum. Third grade marks
a turning point for teachers and kids. Going

forward, students will need to be able to read
well to learn as subjects become more complex
and conceptual. Those who can’t read at grade
level tend to fall further and further behind their
peers – dramatically increasing their chances of
giving up on school completely.

Each week, 40 volunteers from
Crosspointe give every single
student in third grade one-onone attention.
Yet there was one possibility of help. Several
Garvey staffers attend nearby Crosspointe
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“I’m thrilled 3M is now
part of this amazing
work. Soar Detroit is
a natural fit with the
3M Educational Equity
Grant. Our program’s goal
is to advance equitable
outcomes for underrepresented populations
in STEM and business
disciplines by closing racial
and economic gaps in
educational opportunities.”
Mike Wasson, 3M

Christian Church. They led the charge of building
a relationship between the church and Soar
Detroit. In turn, Soar Detroit brought funding
partners to the table. The Skillman Foundation
and 3M now underwrite the cost of Soar’s
literacy program for Garvey’s third graders.
Thanks to an invitation from principal Elijah
Rozier, the partnership came together. Mr. Rosier
explains, “First, Soar tested each third grader to
understand the gap in reading skills. Then they
customized a plan for every student and trained
the Crosspointe volunteers. It’s been strategic and
seamless!”

MARCUS GARVEY ACADEMY + SOAR DETROIT
THIRD GRADE READING PROGRESS
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68%

2+
LEVELS
BELOW

2018

22%
1 LEVEL
BELOW

34%

2+
LEVELS
BELOW

42%
1 LEVEL
BELOW

FA L L S E M E ST E R 2 0 1 8
IN ONE SEMESTER OF OUR LITERACY PROGRAM, THE NUMBER OF PROFICIENT
READERS MORE THAN DOUBLED FROM 10% TO 24%.

Soar’s literacy program fits into the school day,
without taking teachers out of normal classes.
“About 40 volunteers from Crosspointe go to
Garvey weekly. They give every single student
in third grade one-on-one attention,” says
Matthew Swiatek, lead pastor of Crosspointe.
“We value this hands-on partnership with a
school in our neighborhood. It’s one of the
tangible ways we are living out our faith.”
The school-church-funder partnership is a
model Soar Detroit is focused on scaling with
great significance for this class and their school
community. Ms. Craft is already seeing a change

in her students’ reading. Over three months
of tutoring, the number of proficient readers
more than doubled from 10 to 24 percent!
Matt Mancinelli, CEO of Soar Detroit, says,
“We’re so grateful for this partnership which is
made possible by Marcus Garvey Academy’s
staff and teachers who host us each week.
The Crosspointe team ensures that every
child always has a mentor, and the Skillman
Foundation and 3M provide the financial
support that will make a lasting difference in the
lives of these third graders.”
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For the 2019-2020
school year, Soar
Detroit is focused on:

The
Results
Are In
Soar Detroit’s literacy program helps
students make significant reading gains in
a single school year – before they hit fourth
grade. At that point, students must read well
to continue learning.
The data shows that students in Soar’s literacy program achieve
reading proficiency at three-and-a-half times the rate of the
average Detroit third grade student.

30

new church partners
to help build a
stable of committed
volunteer mentors

9

new
school partners

$50,000

1,010
students by end of year.
This is about 10% of all third
grade students in Detroit!

9

corporate sponsors who
give back to the community in
a strategic, high-impact way

per school (on average) in

corporate sponsorship
(costs vary by class size)

5

existing school partners
we will continue to serve with
excellence
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READING GROWTH OVER TIME
SOAR LITERACY PROGRAM VS. DPSCD AVERAGE
30

* Based on aggregate
iReady data (administered
by DPSCD) of students
in Soar Detroit’s literacy program, September
2018-December 2018

25
20
15
10
5
0
START PROFICIENT

END PROFICIENT

SOAR*

DPCSD AVG.**

** Based on aggregate
M-Step data (administered
by DPSCD) of the entire
third grade class across all
DPSCD schools (2016) xiii,
and again in fourth grade
(2017) xiv

Note: This chart is compiled using two different sets of data, both administered to students by DPSCD. iReady data is used to report on the rate
of growth in reading for Soar Detroit’s literacy program. M-Step data is used to report on the rate of growth for all students in a certain grade in
a given year at DPSCD. This is the best compairson data currently avilable to us and reflects what Soar observes in the schools.

READY TO GET
INVOLVED?

Email us at info@
soardetroit.com
to take the next
step toward
partnering with
Soar Detroit as a
school, church,
or corporation.
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“Thank you for
your vision to
expand the Soar
literacy program
in partnership
with Detroit Public
Schools Community
District… This is the
type of partnership
that aligns with our
efforts to rebuild the
District.”
Nikolai P. Vitti, Ed.D,
Superintendent,
Detroit Public Schools
Community District
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An Invitation
state of the art lights, scoreboard, irrigation and
batting/pitching cages. For us, all investments
ultimately come down to community – and how
well we serve and love those we’re blessed to have
on the team.

DEAR READER,
In the scope of Soar Detroit’s 20-year history, I
am a relative newcomer. In 2016, founder Doug
Kempton and the board asked me to join the team
to scale the literacy program you’ve just read
about. But decades before, the first generation of
Soar Detroit programs used athletics to engage
kids in life-changing relationships. And it worked!
Soar Detroit served 2,000 kids each year through
soccer, baseball, and flag football. We also made
significant capital improvements to Balduck Park,
our home turf. In partnership with UAW Ford we
added a championship baseball field and installed

In 2005, we branched out and launched the
literacy program with just 15 students on Detroit’s
east side. The program has since grown to serve
150 kids at three elementary schools. But more
important than headcount is results: Our program
has proven to be highly effective at reversing
troublesome reading proficiency scores for young
students. Statewide testing has shown that at
the start of the school year about 10 percent of
students in the class can read proficiently. By the
end of the year, the number of proficient readers
will double, at a minimum.
My background is in scaling proven nonprofit
programs and I’m thrilled to return to my
hometown with that assignment from Soar
Detroit. I’m convinced we are at a pivotal moment
in the life of our city. For example, in early 2016
churches across the city began meeting to
consider how to work together for the good of
others in light of the 50th anniversary of the
Detroit’s 1967 unrest. If we move quickly, we
can change the trajectory of lives – and our
community as a whole. We can help tens of
thousands of young people learn to read and
thrive throughout their lives.

Soar Detroit’s focus remains the same: to teach
every third grader in Detroit to read on grade
level. Ultimately, we want to see Detroit’s literacy
rate turned upside down so that more kids
flourish now and into the future. (We do not
dream small!)
I believe joining us in this work is the most
strategic way for you to invest your time and
resources. Volunteers have the opportunity
to show love to an individual child, building
confidence alongside critical reading skills. Donors
have the opportunity to invest in a school, helping
to open the door of opportunity to a generation
of Detroit’s youngest scholars. And schools have
the opportunity to work hand-in-hand with their
neighbors to do the important work of educating
our future leaders, entrepreneurs, parents, and
teachers.
Grace and peace,

Matt Mancinelli
CEO
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Please email us at info@soardetroit.com to
request additional information about partnering
with Soar Detroit as a school, church,
or corporation.
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